The Soul

The soul is the individuation point of the original point of light from which the human journey begins. From this point the spark of our life is sourced, elicited, held, oriented, and patterned. In the physical, this point can be tapped directly below the xiphoid process where the ribs come together in a point, in the center of the chest. This physical point orients the heart, located above the soul, and the solar plexus, located below the soul, stabilizing the current and flow of life force in our biological system. The physical point of soul assists us to live the actualization of the self (the potential), housed as an impulse and inherent energy stream from the solar plexus, located directly above the navel. The solar plexus is called the abdominal brain, and is a highly innervated and organized center also called “the mitochondria” of the being. The inherent energy stream from the solar plexus flows to the heart, which tempers the impulse and directs it toward fulfillment with balance and compassion.

The soul’s spark has within it the blueprint of the individuation, and includes our design, purpose, and destiny, which the solar plexus stimulates and the heart mediates. To live from soul means that one is fully alive with the potential of the innate energy of congruence within the system and is aware of and intends to live from the balance point of the above and the below. This means in principle that the organism knows its purpose here, feels a sense of Union with all life, and is fulfilling itself with balance, Order, and compassion. Therefore, the soul is the first place that Oneness is felt with others, the primary source of connection with creation, and the guiding rhythm, which underlies our need for and return to Order. Since the soul returns us to Order and balances our body, mind, emotion, and spirit, it is the place which calls us to peace, cooperation with others, and Union and Oneness with all life.

The purpose and focus of our time here is to join with our soul and to activate the energy of our inherent pattern or blueprint held within the Soul Seed. We therefore activate the field of life force through the point of individuation.
The Seed of Light

There is a certain potential which all the world has the ability to vision. This potential deals with the advancement of the soul and the combination of forces that will alleviate human struggle and disillusionment. There has always been this potential, but, never in the history/herstory of mankind, has the potential to actualize this been so possible.

There are several factors, or levels, which appear to be primary and/or necessary for this accomplishment. There is the human, soul level of evolution and evolvement, and the human aspect or consideration, which is the soul magnified and amplified many times. The potential for the consolidation of all levels appears as the “task” of the moment, and could be, if enough humans recognized it, the focused outcome and vision of your time and space. The work is to aid others in the recognition of the common goal, and to catalyze movement toward the goal.

Involvement in social change is an outward sign that man/woman is concerned with the vision. Concern with inner change is a sign that man has a vision. Both aspects are important but the two must become one, in order, for the vision to manifest. All spaces of time being in fact the same, means that focus on one is focus on the other, providing that the goals of both are recognized by the psyche or being. Stretching the awareness of the psyche to expand the vision on a large scale will create the vision.

One must acknowledge that all goals, desires, and needs from the self, (for the self), are actually imposed by the wisdom of the whole, and reflected inward to be interpreted by the self. When this is realized, the rate at which brotherhood and Oneness occurs will be accelerated beyond belief. The energy of the self will then be synonymous with the energy of the all.

Bestow in those you touch, an understanding of the linkage between levels, and the importance of the cross-over between self and all, that all is One and that thinking of the self separates the being, causing isolation and fear. No other single aspect is as important in the creation of your “NEW AGE” as the meeting of the minds and levels within to create the common memory of the vision of tomorrow. The memory is there, but can only be actualized when the being comes into a connection with its own energy. The vision is then actualized and becomes a driving force for creation and expansion.
All people must do all things for the balance to be achieved, and some choose to work for outer peace and brotherhood without working for inner peace and brotherhood. This is no different from those who would do the reverse; for all is One and the balance achieved will be the same. However, to complete the circle, all must see the micro and macrocosm equally and merge with all.

There are those who would procrastinate with the completion of one phase or another to attempt completion of each phase, and, this was the pattern before this time. Now, however, the movement is to bring all aspects together and the “push is on”. Understand that the mechanism and motivation for the creation of the vision of Unity is being pushed to the surface of the mind from the Seed of Light planted within each soul, each being, and that as this becomes conscious, the integrity of the planet you inhabit will become more and more profound.

Seek to teach this principle of Oneness so that all who are searching will find a direction and common conscious focus. This will accelerate the overall actualization of the vision and enable “us” to work actively with each soul to clearly show the vision. This is why “you” work so diligently to bring people to spiritual awareness; so that “we” may show them what they don’t remember and bring them together with the Seed of Light within them so that this will catalyze the vision and it can be created into “your” experience.

Now is the time for the phenomenon to accelerate. Know that all spiritual, psychic, and intuitive work must be geared to the fulfillment of the goals as outlined. Move forward with others to unbury the Seed of Light, for the fate of humankind lies in the ability of each soul to become aware of this light. For when the moment of clear vision occurs about the self, it is then possible to see the true Light of the consciousness of the One. The energy of the universe will aid you in this mission, more than at any other time in your quest. Go forward and know you are blessed.